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ABSTRACT

e ur ose of the presented paper is

$2 sgargh for the common and distinctive

features of an automated investigation

of music/speech and simple speech sig-

nals. An algorithm of musical parameter

estimation is based on the application

of speech parameter recognition. Topi-

cal aspects of the automated ciphering

in case the height of the mus1ca1 folk—

lore sounds is the same are analysed in

our report.

INTRODUCTION

"Lithuanian people’s songs art is excep-

tionally rich and various. The Lithuanian

folklore Manuscript fund stores about

half a million records of songs"./7 /

The most urgent problems of the Lithua-

nianfolklore songs were reviewed by Pro—

fessor J.Ciurlionyté for the first time
outside the republic /9, 10/. After that
the songs are investigated and systema-

tized in the following organizations:

- the Folk Music Study of the Lithuanian

State Conservatoire (founded by Professor

J.Ciurlionyté)/6, 8/, _

- the Folklore Department of the Institu-

te of the Lithuanian Language and Litera-

ture of the Lithuanian Academy of Scien-

ces /7. 17/.

An evolution of folklore witnesses the
improvement of folklore investigation me—
thods was attained thanks to the applica—
tion of new technical equipment (phonog—
raph, tape-records). Lately folklorists
often solve their problems with the help
of computers, i.e. cipher, analyse and

systematize the songs.

From the first stages in folklore investi-

gations both the linguists and etnomusico-
logists are excited by these problems in
the junction of the folklore music and
linguistic text / 1,11, 17/. E.g., Vice-
president of the Folklore Board of the
USSR Composer’s Union Alexeyev E. explores
the interrelation between musical intona-
tion and verbal inflection on the basis
of Lithuanian folk-songs /l/.

Dedicated to Professor

Jadvyga Ciurlionyte

Biruté Sinkeviéifite
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Our report deals with a specific aspect

of the above junction: it presents an es-

timation algorithm of musical durations

the algorithm is based on the application

of characteristic speech parameters when

the height of the sounds analysed is the
same (Note example I, case /a/).
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Note example I. _

/&/r"7 - a case when the height of
1'4 the sounds sung is the cams

/b/K} - consonants with.independmn

" musical height and duratlom

/C/CD - a melodic phrase performed
by one and the same voweh

/dAMMM — a case when both vowels of
diphtong have independent

musical durations.

The purpose of the presented paper is to

discuss the common and distinctive feahk

res of automated investigation of musiC/
speech and simple speech signals.

The 1986 International Computer Music 91'
ference (ICMC) was held in Hague, the Ne-
herland. October 20+24. We presented a f?

Port in which we discussed our main tOP”
"On the identification of violin istljokes.S
in a real-time performance system“ }n that.
ICMC. Now let us review the repOrt 1n gm ;
and to present our main material. ;

METHOD

Our paper /18/ deals with the automated
identification of violin strokeS_1n case 1
the height of the sounds played 18 the M
same. E.g. it happens in the main them?m
Concert No 2, E-dur by J.S.Bach (for V1
lin and chamber orchestra).EstimationSbY I

1
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the statistics 4/2 ‘[k4gfi/fl ,k=42,... (l)
are obviously sufficient for sounds and
pauses in a pizzicato case but it is not
mfificient to identify martele strokes:

(1) the estimates slightly differ from
mm another and the corresponding algo-
rithm identifies the beginning and the
end of the strokes unprecisely.

The violin plate bears a property to re-
sonate the sounds played and to cease rin-
ging gradually after stopping playing.
Therefore a physical interpretation of the
martele envelope is the following: at the
beginning of a new stroke we listen to the
sounds of new and earlier strokes resona-
ted by a violin plate.

Analogous features of merging sounds are
typical of speech analysis too: the sig-
nal is segmented in order to determine
hm limits of separate sounds. Segmenta-
tion of diphtongs is especially difficult
as the 5Lithuanian linguist A.Pakerys no—
tes

we proposed not only to measure the sound
parameters, but also to register the sup-
plementary information obtained from a
digital bow /4/.

Formalization of the above statement: let
us consider a violin stroke identification
function F// , where vu:;//})I (If) - is
Hm function of violin sound determinatiom
1!,t are the violin sound parameters:
pltdn intensity and duration, correspon-
dingly. The aim of the automated identi-
fication is to define the moments f.:

/ .
a i1f.(aufl—m.n.) J

£237= ’ J in case Q=amfl#
6, ml. (gut/w...)

IThe segments X“, XK2,---, If“ ’4‘” >>Zk
k= {[2, ) were investigated for this

mypose. The algorithm is sufficient for
MJZlcato stroke identification, but in a
martele case the segments kéLKH §> [K
were not detected. Therefore, we proposed
teconsider the function F'( 2) , where

0/\ I
y—(ZYVIZIZV and 2:}u/f‘.) : .

97%) ’f, as wit/t) A wrath”) (”4.1”)

.- = 0, as Wit-#0” M.) j (2)

. ‘1 as 117th We.) (V-m)
‘hw we deal with the application of the
a§°Ve methods to the automation of Lithua-
'Ufln m9Sica1 folklore analysis. Automated
filPherlng 0f the original, in case the
eldht of the sounds sung is the same,
note example I, case /a/) is an urgent

mnblem, Case /b/ of the note example il—
.ustrates the situation when a consonant
131n*800d agreement with musical duration.

"L”-— in musical notation

A phonetic syllable in the speech analysis
is determined as the least segment of
speech torrent, unit of the pronunciation,
which forms the words rhythmically and
With emphasis/l4/. In literature we did
not notise a monosemantical definition of
a phonetic syllable in the aspect of musi-
cal folklore analysis; let us denote it in
terms of a "musical syllable".

There are two points of View between etno-
musicologists on the above problem:
(a) musical syllable is not a structural
sound which has no influence on the defi-
nition of etnomusicological parameters of
the investigated melody: metre-rhythm
structure, ambitus, the stable marginal
sounds of the melodic vertical - the lower
and upper tonic — etc.
(b) musical syllable is namely a structu-
ral sound which is an independent unit and
therefore is fixed in musical notation.

There are many peculiarities in folklore
singing and untraditional elements of mu-
sical notation, used to express them, e.g.
U y , 5r} etc.

”-4- .
Let us consider a musical syllable dura-
tion (MSD) function H!) , wheregecflgéf)
is a function of a mus1cal sound etermi-
nation. The aim of the MSD identification
is to define the moments I? :

F!) :, a; 1L 4 fl when ?= Cowl/1L
5 * >z‘. I

For this aim the svegments k: [Ku>)lx are
searched as they are presented in the me-
thods for violin stroke identification.
The algorithm is not always sufficient
(e.g. sound intensity variation is often
possible in the same vowel, as it is shown
in fige for vowel "é"). Supplement para-
meter has to be applied to musical parame-
ter determination: classification parame-
ter "voiced speech/unvoiced speech seg-
ments" are widely:used in speech analysis/

ecK~16/Conseguently it is expedient to con—
sider the function Fgflzj:
z=3Vm
and Y77)=

f‘fftlfi),
lfi when T is a voiced speech

segment a3

4 when T is an unvoiced speech
' segment.

The value of parameter 1’ can estimated
using one of the numerous algorithms dis-
cussed in special literature /16, 19/.

k-
m} y. l M a

c .. i‘ l, 1 .. ..
rrmrnm{hulnmmnm-i - w 'ihlfi‘i'uf'fiilnrl‘n’".
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Fig.1 Acoustic signal Of word sung
" mama "
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Fig.2 Acoustic signal of word sung 'tétis"

RESULTS

A musical fragment was introduced into the
universal computer BESM-G (Note examp-

1e II ). The sound waveform was sampled
at 4 kHz because the fragment was a low
register melody. For 100 ms acoustical se-
gments the intensity was computed accor—
ding to statistics (1) and an algorithm of
a delay function D(F) was applied to esti-
mate the pitch. The estimates of 9 and;
were not sufficient for the definition of
musical duration. Therefore, it is expe-
dient to deal with the function with more
parameters, i,e, to describe Ff ,z} ,
where Z=V(T) .Estimation of the algorithm
for segment vocalization is based on a
common interpretation of energy and zero
crossed frequency functions. An application
of this methods gives more concrete results
in comparison with the values of J.

" ,. o o '" "‘ . ."Juan." -mD. h— m «xi—km

.v+. 4' . .
”'9‘" “‘- tun.Han-05- but In.

Note example II.

ritohw.) 422.5; 42574! 429.03 432.32 433.25 ,
Intensity 4274/ 48431924.“! 3.57.3 €544?
Smmd ,0- —a- -a— -m- J”.

nation. In' contrast, violin stroke identi.
fication requires the application of fast
algorithms. One of such is presented in
our paper /18/. It reflects an effective
utilization of a delay function

DC”)=§;Ié/~‘<7Wl, ”“6 rem/M
As usual, in speech signal processing one

of the three models is applied: excitation’
model , perception model or mathematical
mode .1'2/.

By extending the conclusion of Hess our
point of view consists in that the app11.
cation of the known pure mathematical me-
thods is not sufficient in music/speech
signal processing. Perception models, ba-
sed on the musical knowledge, are prefe-
rable. The results below of our experiment
done on the pitch determination illustrate
this standpoint rather well.

Let us consider the following mathematical
model of pitch determination

/£)= a) + ff}, 05%” <4)
whereyffl/f‘ &£(2779/f+1/)

f/fl'ffi‘é’fl ; ‘ Tis a period, ?=//9'is
a pitch of the function jffl; ff!) is a
stationary random sequence in a wide-:sense.
The aim is to estimate a parameter mugfifi
We applied the following algorithms 0
spectral analysis:

; — V5775)"

_ ‘ A /L r
f7 w..___6.‘_-._. Julian)

itchw.) 4,7133 135154 129, 03 134. 1:4 432.44
w

Intensity 4.2643 (Q 50? [7‘42 1.7.554 20.499
ound —01- -a— —a— —a— -a

Table 1- Estimates of parameters
and of the sung word "mama"

X X X

In comparison with a real-time performan-
ce system it is sufficient to work in in-
teractive regime when the musical folklore
signal is processed. That allows to widely
use spectral algorithms for pitch determi-

g we)

9 i,-; 4,} e“. (7)' . 0.!

l

‘— (N ,4. MI [ Q“I “9

Fig.4
Fig.3, 4 illustrate graphic represan- i)

tations of the functions 1,0), It”), W
obtained by theoretical series )'
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”PM lue 9 in case 2f. In another case, as 7,=/a,Slh _

sible in a mathematical algorithm sense, butit is not logical in the aspect of musicaltheory. As it is well known /13/ in the
theory, harmonics form consistent series ofmusical intervals: octava; quinta, quarta,b.tertia etc. There are following relations_ of harmonic frequencies in our example, as,_ 9=ro,220/m=2/4 -octava, Myrna/4 -octa-N,_ "* va,51nyz¢o-gxz -quinta etc. Octave interval”:1 .., M is repeated in our series, but it is impos-: *‘?**T““fi7~rt sible in the aspect of musical theory ( asFig.5 Fig.6 Egggrtoggtdfies nit exist in a musical sou

Fig.5. 6 illustfigte graphic represantations necessary gerigs ggtgugigjlAgniggsgggeihe-oirigégéfhggfihd ‘2‘?) generated by a real refore, it is true. This musical knowledges
is laid in perception models, based on the
application of algorithms of harmonic sieve
type/2 /.
Real time series of the sounds "a" and "é"

{ __ _-__ 3mg pitch estimate {wk-440a,. The estimate is pos-

THU . pig-(”(9) corresponds to the words "mama", "tétis"1': "r g ‘ h
of a music/speech signal. Selection of a‘ g , ~ parameter c has the influence on the esti-mation result, as shown in Fig.(5)—(d’).

'l‘lil V1!” .31m EM.-
Therefore, the application of perception
models is preferable again.
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signal is processed. That allows to widely
use spectral algorithms for pitch determi-
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Fig.5, 6 illustrate
0f LN), ”#0), 0,4/9)
series of sound "a"
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Fig.7
Fig.7, 8 illustrate
°f LN), H.477), QM)
series of sound "a"

_ ”1.4m:

I'ZJ/l)'§71é;(¥x'.7/‘e I, Wm.)
isa periodogram of time series (4) at the
points JI~=127E7§FJ , where '.ey,.,Il-'l;N-52a(#is asflecti number by a use . The values oftheperiodogram are calculated on the ba-sisgf the algorithm of FFT.
wts W, 51279)] ..the pitchestimate (5) by the above algorithm

II. Hm): _ LUV/Ty")
:the s 'of periodograms (6)
9 = At-[Mf "gm 1‘4, [9/]
-the pitc estimate (6?

III. Gym. H 5/2779?)
'jhe pr duct of periodograms (¥)
9 - 4t.[aw¢ ”get/x 0”. 0)]

W -the pitch estimate (12’)I? deal with one theoretical and two real
The modelling series is

Fig.8
graphic representations

generated by a real

1me series.

Eva}; -S¢>7/2Y/7§7J11.4t)+£k, mam/v ( a)
hm d of parameters are the follo-
.' éanin sWing N=2 , [=10 Atgaoz {”5}
Q"://( ’ . . ,24% = 57259 the NaikVist s frequency
9:220 ”z;)Afz=0.4, )flz:/0’ 4380.2, ”430.6,.”5'215'
Memo, 5*) where 520.4, :5 and .112
5; I‘esults of application of algorithm

mt-(Z) are shown in Fig.3-4. Pitch esti-
a e V=220fécorresponds to the given va-
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lue 9 in case 251 In another case, aspitch estimate {Ln/40%.
sible in a mathematical algorithm sense, butit is not logical in the aspect of musicaltheory. As it is well known /13/ in the
theory, harmonics form consiStent series ofmusical intervals: octave; quinta, quarts,b.tertia etc. There are following relationsof harmonic frequencies in our example, as7/=10,-220///o=z/4 —octava, 440/220=.8/4 -octa-
vatétawvoxgm -quinta etc. Octava intervalis repeated in our series, but it is impos-sible in the aspect of musical theory ( asuntertone does not exist in a musical souunds). Pitch estimate §¥2ZOAk generates
necessary series of musical intervals,the-
refore, it is true. This musical knowledge
is laid in perception models, based on the
application of algorithms of harmonic sieve
type/2 /.
Real time series of the sounds "a" and "é"corresponds to the words "mama", "tétis"
of a music/speech signal. Selection of a
parameter ¢ has the influence on the esti-mation result, as shown in Fig.(5)—(J).
Therefore, the application of perception
models is preferable again.
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